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A B S T R A C T  

   

It is both impractical and uneconomic to design a structure that remains elastic throughout severe 
ground motions. The main seismic design philosophy of a fixed-base structure is that minor structural 
damages are acceptable as long as the structure does not collapse. Hence, seismic base isolation 
provides a better alternative in earthquake structural design. This paper presents finite element analysis 
carried out to investigate the feasibility of applying locally produced elastomeric rubber bearing base 
isolators in seismically isolating non-ductile precast concrete wall structures from earthquake 
excitations. The precast wall structures were analyzed in terms of in-plane and out-of-plane isolation 
effects due to dynamic lateral loads. Ground excitations from three classifications of acceleration 
history based on different a/v ratios were used in dynamic analyses of the structures. The results 
showed that although the base isolator had successfully reduced most of the critical structural 
responses such as floor acceleration and base shear demand, relative inter-story drift reduction as 
compared to fixed-base structure was not significant. Current design philosophy for seismic base 
isolation should be urgently revisited. Imperative discussion and review of the feasibility in utilizing 
base isolators as seismic mitigation plan for seismic prone areas are presented. 
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NOMENCLATURE   

g Gravity (m/s2) V Shear force 

KH
 Lateral stiffness of isolation system (N/m) Greek Symbols 

KV Vertical stiffness of isolation system (N/m) π Pi 

M Bending moment  

mf+i Mass above isolation system (kg) Subscripts 

P Axial force f Fixed-base 
PGA Peak ground acceleration (g) f+i Fixed-base plus isolation 
PGV Peak ground velocity (m/s) H 

Horizontal  
Tf Fixed-base period (s) I Isolation 
Ti Isolation period (s) V Vertical 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 
The apparent benefits demonstrated by Industrialized 
Building System (IBS) construction method since its 
introduction had led to the enforcement of new 
                                                        
*Corresponding Author Email: tiong.patrick@ymail.com  (P. L. Y. 
Tiong) 

government regulations which made it compulsory for 
all large government construction projects to utilize at 
least 70 percent of IBS components with effect from the 
year 2012 onwards [1]. Among some these benefits are 
faster completion of erection work, cleaner plus safer 
site, easier project management, improved quality 
control as well as reducing construction cost. According 
to the Construction Industry Development Board of 
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Malaysia (CIDB), the IBS is classified into 5 different 
categories, namely; precast concrete structural system; 
steel formwork system; steel structural system; timber 
structural system; and masonry block system. However, 
the precast concrete structural system was one of the 
most favored choices due to cost and durability factors 
compared to others. 
     The early design and construction of precast concrete 
structures were not idealized for high seismicity prone 
areas. This was true, until the year 1994 during which 
the first specific set of seismic design provisions for 
precast concrete structures were developed, namely the 
National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program 
(NEHRP) Recommended Provisions [2]. Since then, the 
constructions of precast concrete structures in high 
seismicity area were evolving fast. Throughout these 
years, many other successor codes were developed and 
published to provide continuing improvements towards 
the seismic resistance of precast concrete structures, 
such as the 1997 Uniform Building Code [3], 2009 
International Building Code [4] and Eurocode 8 [5]. 
     Nevertheless, the basic approach underlying the 
conventional seismic resistance design within these 
codes remained the same; and that is to construct a 
strong, ductile building and secure it properly to the 
ground. The main setback in this design method is that 
it would be inappropriately costly and impractical to 
construct a building that was to remain elastic during a 
severe earthquake incident [6]. Apart from that, the 
conventional seismic resistance design approach caused 
a challenge for designers to redress the balance between 
minimizing both floor accelerations and inter-story 
drifts in the designed structures. It is understood that 
excessive inter-story drifts can be eliminated by 
constructing a stiffer building. However, a stiffer 
building, which is now becoming less flexible, will 
cause high floor accelerations. In the other way round, a 
flexible structure, though it will lead to lower floor 
accelerations, it causes large inter-story drifts. 
Therefore, the philosophy of design codes is to produce 
buildings that will; (a) resist minor earthquakes without 
damage; (b) resist moderate earthquake without 
structural damage but with some nonstructural damage 
and; (c) resist severe earthquake without collapse but 
with both structural and nonstructural damage. 
     Over the past decades, an alternative to the above 
mentioned conventional seismic design, termed as 
seismic base isolation had been proposed, studied and 
investigated by numerous researchers all over the world. 
Although the earliest recorded history of seismic base 
isolation was as early as 1909, the growth of its 
application was not too apparent only until the last 20 
years with the development of multilayered elastomeric 
rubber bearing base isolators. The basic workout theory 
of seismic base isolation sounds uncomplicated – just 
detach the superstructure from the ground to eliminate, 

or at least to reduce the earthquake forces from being 
transmitted up the superstructures. Nevertheless, it 
requires a lot more of extensive research and new 
technologies to be introduced in order to make the said 
seismic isolation really work in a safe, acceptable and 
reliable manner.   
 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
It should be noted that not all types of structures are 
suitable to be seismically base isolated. A structure is 
only considered suitable for seismic isolation if it fulfills 
the following conditions; (a) the subsoil type and 
geology condition of the site that does not produce 
predominant long period ground motion (usually due to 
occurrence of very soft subsoil layer beneath structure); 
(b) the structure is at least having 2 stories and is 
unusually heavy; (c) the site permits horizontal 
displacement at base level of more than 8 inches; (d) the 
structure is reasonably short and; (e) non-earthquake 
loads including wind loads that do not exceed 10% of 
the weight of the structure. 
     The principle function of seismic isolation is to 
prolong the period of the isolated structure. It works 
effectively for short structures as their period is usually 
very small, typically less than 1 second. Meanwhile, the 
natural period increases with increment of the height of 
the structure. For very tall structures where the natural 
period is long enough to attract low earthquake forces, 
seismic isolation is considered redundant. There are 
varieties of devices available for seismic isolation of 
structures such as rollers, friction slip plates, cable 
suspension, sleeved piles and rocking foundations. 
Nevertheless, an elastomeric rubber bearing appears to 
be one of the most practical and widely used seismic 
base isolation systems [6]. 
     Surnayati [7] studied the behaviour of steel structures 
with rubber bearing base isolators under low intensity 
earthquake. Three identical steel frame structures with 
simple structural configurations were analyzed using 
Finite Element Analysis under different earthquake time 
history data (1940 El Centro Earthquake, 1995 
Northridge Earthquake and 1994 Kobe Earthquake). 
One of the steel frame structures was fixed at its base 
(FBS), while the remaining were base isolated with 
solid rubber bearing (BISRB) and hollow rubber 
bearing (BIHRB) respectively. The numerical analyses 
were validated by laboratory shake table testing of the 
same models. Although the values obtained from shake 
table tests were greater than those from finite element 
models, the behaviour phenomena of the structures in 
both conditions were in good agreement between 
experimental and numerical analysis. From the study, 
the maximum accelerations of isolated structures were 
reduced by nearly 30% of ground acceleration values. 
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Nevertheless, the author did not discuss further on the 
influence of this achievement towards the relaxation of 
superstructure design requirements. The study did not 
cater for different structural configurations of steel 
structures such as the influence of overall structure 
height and connection stiffness. 
     Since 1970s’, researches of base isolation techniques 
for seismic mitigation has seemed to start booming, 
particularly with the introduction of elastomeric rubber 
bearing [8]. Some of the renowned research works into 
analytical or theoretical model of the elastomeric 
bearings were found in Kikuchi and Aiken [9], Fenves 
et al [10], Kelly [11], Chang [12], Doudoumis et al. [13] 
and Karbakhsh et al. [14]. Individual performance of the 
rubber bearing, especially its local stability and 
structural integrity was also widely investigated [15-20]. 
Nevertheless, implementation of such elastomeric 
rubber bearing in isolation of precast wall panel 
building against earthquake, up to the authors’ 
knowledge, is lacking currently. 
     One of the pioneer researches to investigate the 
seismic performance of precast concrete building was 
initiated during the USA-Japan coordinated Precast 
Seismic Structural Systems (PRESSS) program as 
presented by Tadros et al. [21]. The study investigated 
the behaviour of a six-storey precast concrete building 
under moderate seismicity. The gravity loads were 
supported by precast frame while lateral loads were 
resisted by precast cruciform shear wall panels. The 
shear wall panels were horizontally interconnected by 
using the grout-filled sleeves that spliced the protruding 
vertical reinforcements between panels. The shear 
strength of the connections was assumed to be 
contributed by the friction in the compression zone at 
ultimate flexural condition. At the time of the research, 
there were no building codes in the United States that 
governed the seismic design procedure and 
requirements for precast concrete buildings. Therefore, 
the study was geared to develop a design process for 
identification of areas where further research would be 
required.  
     At its final phase, the 10 years PRESSS research 
program had conducted a laboratory test on 60 percent 
scale of five stories precast prestressed concrete 
building under simulated seismic loading. During that 
time, the only available codes on precast concrete 
seismic systems were only applicable primarily to 
emulative systems. The major objective of the test was 
to develop seismic design guidelines for precast 
concrete systems in various seismic zones, which would 
later be incorporated into relevant building codes [22]. 
     Most of the past researches regarding precast 
concrete frame structures were focusing on developing 
ductile and strong connections for the structural systems 
against seismic loading [23-29]. As mentioned earlier, 
the seismic forces being transmitted along the height of 

superstructure would not be eliminated through 
application of these ductile connections. 
 
 
3. RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE 
 
As presented in literature reviews previously, a 
significant gap still occurs in the field of seismic base 
isolation although the founding of such technology can 
be traced back to few decades ago. Adnan et al. [8] 
report that seismic base isolation does not hundred 
percent absorb and dissipate energy from ground motion 
as in theoretical perception. Komur et al. [30] revealed 
that hinging in frame members, particularly in longer 
duration structure occurs despite provision of base 
isolation. Such studies indicated the necessity for a 
more detail investigation of base isolated structure to be 
carried out, especially in a case-by-case analysis. Hence, 
this paper is targeted to generate significant finding in 
terms of effectiveness of rubber bearing system in 
providing seismic isolation for non-ductile precast 
concrete wall structures. Interested parameter such as 
the currently adopted period-based design of base 
isolation system recommended in Eurocode 8 is 
included in this study.  
 
 
4. METHODOLOGY 
 
This comprehensive piece of study comprises of two 
main analysis stages; the finite element modeling and 
analysis in the first stage; and laboratory shake table 
experimental testing for model verification in the next 
stage. This paper would however, be concentrating only 
on the finite element study stage.  
     The preliminary modeling analysis was intended to 
investigate the feasibility of applying seismic base 
isolation onto both precast frame structures as well as 
load-bearing wall structures. For this purpose, a simple 
concrete frame and two wall structures were modeled 
using the commercial finite element software, SAP2000. 
Apart from having different structural components (i.e. 
beams and columns for frame structures, while beams 
and walls for wall structures), the three structures (as 
shown in Fig. 1) were identical in their total weight as 
well as material and element properties. The element 
properties of the rubber bearing base isolators were 
obtained from the previously completed research by 
Surnayati [7]. Details of the rubber bearing are listed in 
Table 1, designed according to procedure contained in 
Naeim and Kelly [31]. 
     The size of columns in the Frame Structure (FS) is 
0.2m x 0.2m, whilst the cross-sectional dimension of 
beams in all structures was 0.2m x 0.4m. Meanwhile, 
the thickness of the wall panel is 0.2m. The difference 
between Wall Structures 1 (WS-1) and 2 (WS-2) was 
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only the direction of earthquake ground excitations. For 
WS-1, the simulated seismic loading was acting towards 
the structure in the direction parallel to the wall panels’ 
alignment. In other words, the lateral force would cause 
in-plane bending towards the wall elements. On the 
other hand, the direction of seismic ground motion was 
acting perpendicular towards the surface of the wall 
panels. This lateral force would cause the out-of-plane 
bending of the wall panels. 
 
 
TABLE 1. Design Detail of Rubber Bearing Base Isolator 
Items Unit Value 
Diameter (out) mm 98 
Diameter (in) mm 40.8 
Area mm2 6900 
Rubber height mm 2.8 
Rubber nos. nos. 12 
Shim height mm 2 
Shim nos. nos. 11 
KH N/mm 84 
KV N/mm 7589 
Critical load kN 78.9 
Safety factor - 3.15 
KH = horizontal stiffness 
KV = vertical stiffness 

     All three structures were carrying total dead load of 

100kN including self-weight of structural components. 
The foundations were modeled as fixed-base and 
isolated base separately. Time history data loading from 
the real 1980 Irpinia earthquake data in Italy, with peak 
ground acceleration value (PGA) of 0.202g was 
simulated in SAP2000 as the seismic induced forces 
towards the three structures. In order to investigate the 
influence of different seismicity effect onto the 
structural system, two other strong motion data having 
PGA/PGV ratio of 1.078 and 1.250 g/m.s-1 were selected 
in addition to the Italy’s (Table 2). 

The beams and columns were modeled as frame 
elements having the properties of reinforced concrete 
sections designed to carry the vertical load imposed 
onto the structure only. No seismic or wind load design 
was considered in selecting the section member and 
reinforcement details. Such effort was to keep the 
superstructure in non-earthquake resistant capacity. The 
precast concrete wall panels were modeled with 
nonlinear shell element. Meanwhile, the fixed-base was 
restrained in all three directions in six degree-of-
freedoms including three translational and remaining 
three other rotational constraints. The base isolator was 
modeled as representation by link element having 
nonlinear property of rubber isolator as listed in Table 1. 
  

 

 
 

 
Figure 1. (a) Frame Structure, FS (b) Wall Structure 1, WS-1 and (c) Wall Structure 2, WS-2 
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TABLE 2. Ground Motion Data and Classification used in 
Time History Analysis 

Earthquakes 
PGA a/v Ratio Class 

(g) (g/m.s-1)  

Irpinia (1980) 0.202 0.631 Low 

New Zealand (1987) 0.055 1.078 Normal 

Kobe (1995) 0.345 1.250 High 

 
 
TABLE 3. Classification of Earthquake Level by a/v Ratio 

Classification a/v Ratio (g/m.s-1) 

Low < 0.8 

Normal 0.8 < a/v < 1.2 

High > 1.2 

 
 

TABLE 4. Natural Periods of Fixed-Base and Base-Isolated 
Models 

No Structure Tf (s) Ti (s) 

1 FS 0.04 0.69 

2 WS-1 0.01 1.00 

3 WS-2 0.03 1.00 
Tf  = fixed-base period 

Ti  = base-isolated period 

 
 
Classification of the ground motion using ratio of peak 
ground acceleration to velocity (PGA-to-PGV ratio) was 
recommended by Zhu et al. [32], and is shown in Table 
3. 
 
 
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
It is interestingly noted that despite the total vertical 
weight carried by all three models being the same 
100kN, the dynamic properties of each model consisting 
same isolation stiffness would actually yield different 
effective natural period, as shown in Table 4. This 
reflects that the basic theory underlying isolation period 
determination through Equation (1) is actually 
incomplete. Effective stiffness of superstructure does 
play a significant role in either pro-longing or 
shortening the isolation period. As it is clearly shown in 
Table 4, the isolation period of FS was the shortest 
compared to WS-1 and WS-2 despite having same 
lateral stiffness of rubber bearing and total structural 
weight. 

2 f i
i

H

m
T

K
π +=  (1)

 
 

where 

Ti=isolation period 
mf+i=mass above isolation system 
KH=effective horizontal stiffness of isolator 

The finite element models revealed that although all the 
three structures were having the same total weights, the 
isolation system performed rather differently in each 
different case. The isolation system performed most 
optimal for frame structure. Effectiveness of the base 
isolation in mitigating effects of seismic loading onto 
the superstructure was identified through three main 
responses: namely acceleration; story-drift, and; base 
shear demand of the global structural system. 
Comparisons were made between these structural 
responses for fixed-base and the base isolated models. 

 
5. 1. Acceleration Response   As compared to fixed-
base structure (FS-f), the base isolated frame structure 
(FS-i) was able to reduce its floor acceleration at ground 
level by 1.7 to 54.1 percent for low earthquake (Irpinia 
time history). The floor acceleration reduction for mid 
and roof level were 5.1 to 24.6 and 24.0 to 64.7 percent, 
respectively. For WS-1 analysis, the floor acceleration 
reductions for all three levels were approximately the 
same, valued around 23 to 25 percent for time history 
under low classification. The wall structure is weaker in 
the WS-2 loading direction (out-of-plane behavior). 
This could be best proven by the percentage of seismic 
performance reduction was much greater in WS-2 
contrasted to WS-1. Maximum floor acceleration was 
reduced up to 33.8% compared to the fixed-base 
structure. Results of roof acceleration in time domain 
are shown in Figure 2 to 10 for each wall models and 
different ground motion classification. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Roof Acceleration History of Frame Structure (FS) 
under Irpinia Ground Motion 
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Figure 3. Roof Acceleration History of Frame Structure (FS) 
under Kobe Ground Motion 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Roof Acceleration History of Frame Structure (FS) 
under New Zealand Ground Motion 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Roof Acceleration History of Wall Structure 1 (WS-
1) under Irpinia Ground Motion 
 
 

 
Figure 6. Roof Acceleration History of Wall Structure 1 (WS-
1) under Kobe Ground Motion 

 
Figure 7. Roof Acceleration History of Wall Structure 1 (WS-
1) under New Zealand Ground Motion 
 

 

 
Figure 8. Roof Acceleration History of Wall Structure 2 (WS-
2) under Irpinia Ground Motion 
 
 

 
Figure 9. Roof Acceleration History of Wall Structure 2 (WS-
2) under Kobe Ground Motion 
 
 

 
Figure 10. Roof Acceleration History of Wall Structure 2 
(WS-2) under New Zealand Ground Motion 
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Apart from identifying that base isolation provides 
better efficiency in reducing floor acceleration of 
precast wall panel structure in the out-of-plane direction 
(WS-2), the relationship between ground motion 
classification and the effectiveness of isolating floor 
acceleration was also investigated. As shown in Figures 
2 to 10, the pattern of floor acceleration reduction 
among the three models also depended on the ground 
motion. It was observed that in Irpinia ground motion 
(which was classified as low); the reduction was lower 
compared to the other two time histories in normal and 
high group. Such observation revealed that base 
isolation might be under-utilized for regions having 
seismicity of lower intensity.  
 
5. 2. Story-Drift Response   The reduction of inter-
story drift was noted to be significant in the bare frame 
structure having isolation system as compared to the 
fixed-base. The nature of the non-isolated frame 
structure was subjected to more flexibility compared to 
those wall structures having same vertical loading. 
Thus, these reductions in terms of story-drift between 
base isolated wall structures with those having fixed-
base were noted to be insignificant than bare frame 
system. 
     Referring to insignificant story-drift reduction did 
not denote that base isolation had increased the drift 
response between floors of the structure. Due to the 
nature of relatively higher structural rigidity of fixed-
base precast wall building compared to the bare-frame 
system, the story-drifts were smaller in the beginning 
even in fixed-base condition. That was, after all, the 
purpose of having precast wall within the building in the 
first place. Therefore, the reduction of such originally 
small story-drift values between fixed- and isolated-base 
structures was not significantly observed.   
  
5. 3. Base Shear Demand   Base shear demand was 
noted to be significantly reduced in all three models, 
with the highest rate of reduction by bare frame system 
that recorded 94.6 percent lesser than fixed-base model. 
For all three types of ground motions, base shear 
reduction ability of the isolation system for FS model 
was rather consistent.  Besides that, the maximum axial 
force (P), shear force (V) and bending moment (M) of 
the most critical structural member was reduced 
respectively by 10.4, 35.2 and 1.3 percent compared to 
fixed-base frame. Interestingly, the results showed that 
applying base isolation concept for WS-1 in low 
seismicity class would increase the base shear of the 
global system by 28.4 percent. However, in other two 
ground motion cases, the reduction of base shear was 
apparent and ranged from 18.8 to 54.9 percent. The 
graphs showing comparisons of floor acceleration as 
well as base shear force reduction percentage are as 
illustrated in Figures 11 to 14 correspondingly. 

 
Figure 11. Roof Acceleration Reduction for each Different 
Ground Motions 
 
 

 
Figure 12. Mid Level Acceleration Reduction for each 
Different Ground Motions 
 
 

 
Figure 13. Base Acceleration Reduction for each Different 
Ground Motions 
 
 

 
Figure 14. Base Shear Demand Reduction for each Different 
Ground Motions 
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The acceleration reduction at roof level and base was 
observed to be effective in terms of frame only structure 
such as FS. Nevertheless, such reduction was not 
observed at middle floor level. Highest degree of 
efficiency of acceleration reduction was provided by 
isolating in-plane direction of the precast wall 
superstructure. Denoted by grey lines in Figures 11 to 
13, increment of ground shake intensity has witnessed 
vast acceleration reduction. Nonetheless, in the out-of-
plane direction such as in the case of WS-2, the 
reduction was notably consistent, with lower values 
shown in ground motion type low (denoted by dotted 
line in the same figures). 
 
5. 4. Discussion and Implication to Design   The 
current design philosophy of base isolated building such 
as those recommended in International Building Code 
[4] and Eurocode 8 [5] require engineers to pre-
determine the period of base-isolated structure prior to 
selecting the appropriate demand spectra. However, this 
study has shown that a similar wall structure will 
behave differently under base isolation effects, 
governed by orientation of the wall panels in the plan 
layout. Direction of seismic loading is hereby notably to 
have affected the isolation response. In-plane loading of 
seismic ground motion such as in WS-1 has witnessed 
more efficient isolation is provided compared to out-of-
plane movement (WS-2). Therefore, the design 
approach should be cautiously reviewed. 
     The cost of installing base isolators which would 
often increase the construction’s expenditure had 
contributed to its low acceptance level among structural 
engineers and designers. A study on construction cost 
comparison by Sayani [33] revealed that although the 
usage of base isolation system could reduce the 
structural elements by 30.3%, the overall total budget 
increased by about 50%. Unless a more economical 
solution was found, the future of base isolation system 
seems to be much impeded. 
 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
Three different preliminary finite element models 
representing the seismic base isolated precast concrete 
frame and wall structures were successfully developed 
and analyzed in this paper. The models were analyzed in 
correspondence to dynamic time history analysis 
representing real earthquake ground motions obtained 
from the Irpinia, Kobe and New Zealand earthquake 
ground motions with different a/v ratio representing 
three different intensity level of the event. 
     The designed elastomeric rubber bearing base 
isolator systems were able to reduce significantly the 
values of floor accelerations, most internal forces of 
structural elements, base shear forces of the studied 

prototype buildings. However, the result was not 
significant in reducing the inter-story drift of isolated 
structures. Current design philosophy for seismic 
isolated buildings based on period-estimation method 
needs to be urgently revisited. It was shown in this 
study that possessing similar isolation period, the 
effective stiffness of superstructure and earthquake 
intensity affected the isolation performance.  
     Generally, this preliminary investigation regarding 
the feasibility of applying locally produced elastomeric 
rubber bearing as base isolators had revealed positive 
results. Hence, the next stage of this research would be 
carrying out detailed study and investigation of the 
subject to produce more concrete data and creating 
better understanding in promoting seismic base isolation 
with elastomeric rubber bearings for precast concrete 
structures as alternative earthquake mitigation effort. 
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  چکیده
   

 فلسفه .بماند باقی ثابت )زمینلرزه(زمین  شدید حرکات طی در که است غیراقتصادي و غیرعملی ساختار، یک طراحی براي
سقوط نکند،  ساختاراصلی که تا زمانی ساختار از خسارات جزئی که است ثابت اینپایه ساختار یک ايلرزه طراحی اصلی
. کندمی زلزله  فراهم) براي(سازه  طراحی در بهتر جایگزین یک اي، لرزه اساس کنارگذاشتن رو، این از .هستند ولقب قابل
که ) االستومري پایه(  محلی تولید شده الستیک از استفاده امکان محدود، بررسی هايالمان تحلیل و تجزیه به مقاله این

پیشدیوار  ساختارهایی با استفاده از .پردازددارد می بتنی دیوار ساختهپیش هاي سازه در زلزله تحریک تحمل قابلیت 
 گرفت قرار تحلیل و تجزیه مورد پویا جانبی بارهاي به توجه و با ساختمان به صورت محدود از خارج و داخل در ساخته

 دینامیکی تحلیل و یهتجز در ، a/v a/v هاي مختلفنسبت و شتاب تاریخچه بر اساس دسته سه از هاي زمین لرزش. 
 ساختاري مهم هايپاسخ از بسیاري موفقیت با پایه جداساز چه اگر که داد نشان نتایج .گرفت قرار استفاده مورد هاسازه
 ثابت پایه مقایسه با ساختار درکاهش این اما  دهد،می کاهش طبقات را بین نسبت رانش ، برشی پایه ونیاز کف شتاب مانند

 تبادل و بحث. بررسی گردد سریعاً باید ايلرزه پایه جداسازي براي جاري طراحی يفلسفه .نبوده استخیلی قابل توجه 
 شده ارائه ايلرزه مستعد مناطق براي ايلرزه کاهش طرح عنوان به پایه از استفاده سنجی امکان بررسی و دستوري نظر
    .است
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